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It is well known, that those who push 'equality and democratic principles', seem to be those first to show their
driving impulse to censor and destroy - but this, also, is what Foundations of The Twenty-First Century is about.
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Foundations of The Twenty-First Century The Philosophy of White Nationalism.Twenty-first century warfare, .
and nationalism will influence how an audience perceives messages from any actor, .
If you are a student of history or philosophy and would better understand the function of race and culture
especially the North American evolution, then a study of this text, will be invaluable. The origins of this work,
date back to the transformation of the seventies, into the coming 21st Century ethnic revival, experienced by
Europeans the world over.
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1 quote from Foundations Of The Twenty First Century: The Philosophy of White Nationalism: ‘Civilization is
complex. It involves the existence of human c...
A City is made up of individuals who, like cities, states, and nations have a rhythmic cycle in which their lives
and fortunes are inextricably bound: Birth, Life, and senility, and in just this order.
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White Nationalism. How it began. How it has evolved. Where it must go for the West to survive the disease of
modernity. The necessity of the reaffirmation of radical traditionalism in our personal and civic life.
Posts about Philosophy of White Nationalism written by Richard Follette
White nationalism is a type of nationalism or pan-nationalism which espouses the belief that white people are a
race and seeks to develop and maintain a white national identity.
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